62	THE ORIGINS OF THE WORLD WAR
At the outbreak of the World War I was Minister of
Education in M. Nikola Pashitch's Cabinet. I have re-
cently written down some of my recollections and some
notes on the events of those days. For the present occasion
1 have chosen from them a few extracts, because the time
is not yet come for everything to be disclosed.
I do not remember whether it was at the end of May
or the beginning of June, when one day M. Pashitch said
to us (he conferred on these matters more particularly with
Stojan Protitch, who was then Minister of the Interior;
but this much he said to the rest of us) that certain persons
[neki] were making ready to go to Sarajevo to murder
Franz Ferdinand who was to go there to be solemnly re-
ceived on St. Vitus' Day. As they told me afterwards,
this plot was hatched by a group of secretly organized
persons and by patriotic Bosno-Herzegovinian students in
Belgrade. M. Pashitch and the rest of us said, and Stojan
agreed, that he should issue instructions to the frontier
authorities on the Drina to prevent the crossing over of
the youths who had already set out from Belgrade for that
purpose. But the frontier "authorities" themselves belonged
to the organization; and did not carry out Stojan's instruc-
tions, but reported to him (as he afterwards told us) that
the instructions had reached them too late, because the
youths had already crossed over.13
From this it appears that members of the Serbian Cab-
inet knew of the plot a month or so before the murder took
place, but took no effective measures to prevent it. The
Serbian Government was thus criminally negligent, to say
the least. Not having nipped in the bud the plot prepared
MKrv Slovenstva, p. 9f. In an explanatory letter m the Novi
Zivot (New Life) and the Belgrade Politika of March 28, 1925, Jovano-
vitch makes it clear that by this phrase he meant the "Black Hand'1:
[upon the news of the Austrian annexation proclamation in 1908] "private
initiative founded the association Narodna Odbrana, and other elements,
which were irreconcilably dissatisfied with the activity of official Ser-
bia, later founded, under the name Ujedinjenje Hi Smrt ['Union or
Death/ commonly known as the 'Black Hand'] that 'group of secretly
organized persons' which I mentioned in my article."

